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Abstract-In this paper we continue our investigations. begun in the previous paper, 
of describing the solution sets of constrained extremum problems 

inf Au). 
l&l-‘(p) (*) 

where fand f are twice continuously differentiable functionals on a reflexive Banach 
space V, and r-‘(p) denotes the level set of the functional f with value p E R. 

Considering p as a parameter in (*) we obtain results concerning the continuation 
of solutions of (*) and consequently also concerning specific solution branches of the 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem 

f’(u) = /.&f’(U). (**) 

The general results are applied to functionals which lead to nonlinear eigenvalue prob- 
lems of a semilinear elliptic type and in particular we consider a specific example for 
which there occurs “bending” of a solution curve (II+) of (**). 

1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 

Let I/ be a reflexive Banach space, I/* its dual and ( , ) the duality map. We consider 
two functionals f and t defined on V which we assume to satisfy 

cfl) fis weakly lower semicontinuous, 
andfis coercive on V [i.e., f(u) + m if 11 u 11 v + co], 

(tl) t is weakly continuous. 
cCf&) f,t E C’(V,R). 

We consider le\lel sets of the functional t: 

r-‘(p) := {u E v / f(U) = p} 

for p E t(V) where f(V) denotes the range of the functional t. The tangent space at a 
point fi E t-‘(t(k)) is defined if t’(h) # 0 as 

71) := {v E v 1 (t’(ic).v) = O} c v. 
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Writing 

n* := l’(U) E v*. 

any element t? E V with (t?,tz*) = 1 can be taken as a normal to the tangent plane 
II + T#. Having chosen a normal t?, the dual tangent space is defined as 

T,T : = { l’* E v* / (n,v*) = O} 

Then we have the topological direct sum representation: 

v = T,, + {n}, v* = r; + {n*}. 

Correspondingly, we can define projection operators: 

P,, : v - 7,‘ : P,4 := d - (d,n*)n fora E V 

P,T : V* + T,T : P$$* = 6* - (d*.n)n* for cb* E V*. 

The first two lemmas will be useful in the following when we consider the linearized 
operator and the second variation on the tangent space. 

Lrtntnct 1.1. Suppose V = T + { tl}, and let Q : V --+ V* be a linear and self-adjoint 
operator. Then we have, if Q is positive definite on T, i.e., if for some constant (’ > 0 

(Qv,v) r c 11 v 11 Vv E T, 

then the operator 

is boundedly invertible. 
Ptwc:f’. We have to show that for every $ E V* there exists a unique I‘ E r such that 

P*(Ql* - 9) = 0. Therefore consider 

inf {i(Qv,v) - (+!J,v)}. 
vE v 

t r,.nq =o 

By a standard result, this minimization problem has a unique solution 1’ which satisfies 
for some y E R the equation 

Qv - IJJ = yn* 

Applying the projection operator P* to this equation and using P*tl* = 0 it follows that 
P*( QI’ - $!t) = 0. 

Lc~mtnrr 1.2. Let v = T + {n} and let y : V -+ R be a quadratic functional on c’. 
Suppose 

(i) q is weakly lower semicontinuous on c’, 
(ii) q is positive on T: q(\-) > 0 for 1’ E r\(O). 
(iii) y satisfies the following condition c.c.: for every sequence I‘,, E C’ for which y( 1’“) 

--f 0 and for which I’,, - 0 (weakly) in V. it follows that \‘,, -, 0 (strongly) in P’. 
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Then the functional 4 is positive definite on T, i.e., there exists a constant c > 0 such 
that 

Proqf. Suppose the conclusion does not hold. Then there exists a sequence { \,n} C V 

such that II 19, II = 1, I’, E 7, q( rvn) + 0 as n --, ~0. As { i*.} is uniformly bounded in V, 
there exists a weakly convergent subsequence, say \‘,, - P and moreover P E 7. Then, 
by (i), q(P) 5 lim inf q( t’,) = 0, and then because of (ii), 0 = 0. Hence q( vn) --, 0 and 
1*, - 0. Then by condition C.C. I’, + 0, which contradicts the assumption II I‘, II = 1. 

We now come to the study of the operator equation in I’/*: 

f’(u) = F’(U) u E V, p E R, (1.1) 

where f’, t’ : V + V* denote the derivatives of the functionals f and t, respectively. In 
particular, we shall study (1.1) in relation with solutions of the constrained extremum 
problems: 

9* : inf f(u). (1.2) 
l&-‘(p) 

A solution of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem (1.1) will be a couple (UJL) E V x R 
which satisfies (1.1). A solution of PP will be any element fi E V for which 

t(b) = p and f(L) 5 flu) tlu E P@). 

The next lemma resumes some well known results. (See, e.g., Vainberg [7, Theorem 
9.111, Berger 11, Sec. 3.1Fl). 

Lemma 1.3. 
(a) For every p E t(v), problem 9, has at least one solution. 
(b) If u is a solution of 9, for which t’(u) # 0, then there exists a unique multiplier p E 

R such that ( UJL) is a solution of (1.1). 
(c) In the situation of(b), the second variation is nonnegative on the tangent space TV: 

(V(u) - pY(u))v,v) 2 0 vv E 7,. 

Notation: for given II E V, p E R we shall write 

Q(u+) := f”(u) - /H”(U). (1.3) 

Then Q(u,~) : V + V* is a self-adjoint operator. 
In the following, the first and second eigenvalue of Q(MJ.L), and a number I, will play 

an important role. Therefore let us suppose that 

VCHCV*, 

where H is a Hilbert space for which the duality map ( , > is the inner product. In that 
case, if Q : V * V’ is a self-adjoint mapping, and if crl denotes the principal (smallest 
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say) eigenvalue of Q (with eigenfunction ~b,) and m2 the eigenvalue following (7,. then we 
have 

If V = T 4 (II} we define a number v by 

(1.6) 

Clearly from the extremal characterizations 

If Q = Q(IIJ.L), the dependence of these numbers ur, (rq and v will be expressed by 
writing a,(~/,/*), g,(~r,~), and v(H,P). The contents of Lemma 1.3(c) can then be 
rephrased: if /l(p) is a solution of problem $P,, with p(p) as multiplier. then we have 

With Lemma’s 1.1 and 1.2 we arrive at the following conclusion: 
Lrrn/nrr 1.4. Let II be a solution of problem 9,. with p as multiplier. Suppose that the 

quadratic functional 

V 3 “---, (Q(u,p)v,v) 

satisfies the compactness condition C.C. of Lemma 1.2. Suppose, moreover, that instead 
of v(II.~) 2 0 we know that 

Then the operator Q(lr,w) restricted to the tangent space rU is boundedly invertible. 

2. LOCAL CONTINUATION 

In this section we consider the continuation of solutions of the nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem 

f’(U) = @f’(U). (2.1) 

Usually, if (!I~+,,) E V x R is a solution of (2.1) one looks for a continuation parame- 
terized with the number p E R. Applying the implicit function theorem to the equation 
@(II+) = 0, where @ is the mapping 

Q,:VxR+V* : @(U&u) = f’(u) - pf(u), 
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it is a standard result that if Q(U,F) : V + I/* is boundedly invertible on V, then such 
a continuation is possible: i.e., there exists a number 6 > 0 such that {u(~),P }FEULD-GrPO+BJ 
defines a (unique) curve in I/ x R through the point (u,,,&, where (u(p)+) is a 
solution of (2.1) and u depends continuously on p E (pO - 6, ~~ + 6). Our aim is to show 
that for nonlinear eigenvalue problems with potential operators such as (2.1), a contin- 
uation with another parameter [in fact the value p = t(u)] is in many cases more appro- 
priate. 

The following result was motivated for the extremal solutions of problem 9’, (in which 
case Lemma 1.4 may be useful for the applicability of the following result), but it may 
also be useful for other solutions of (2.1) [not necessarily constrained extremal solutions 
of Pp, but merely stationary points of .f with respect to the level set t-‘@)I. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let (uot4 E I’ x R be a solution qf (2.1) and put p. := t(uo). Suppose 

that 
(4 t’(u0) # 0 

(ii) The restriction of Q(uo,po) = f”(u,) - pot”(uo) to the tangent spuce r,+, = (1, E I/ 1 
(t’(uO),v) = O} is bounded/y invertible. 

Then there exists a unique continuation qf the solution (u~,~.L~) of (2.1), which continuation 
is smooth und may be parameterized Mfith the parameter p = t(u). More precisely: there 
exists a number 6 > 0 and a unique, continuously differentiable mapping 

rrlhich satisfies 

and 

(PO - 69 PO + 6) 3 P + [4P)dP)I E 

f’(u@)) = /4P) * t’(m), t(e)) 

u@o) = uo, l&o) = CLO. 

Proof. Consider the mapping 

VxR 

= P 

F : V x R x R+ V* X R : F(~,cL,P) := 

We shall use the implicit function theorem to show that the equation 

F(u,/~p) = 0 

has a solution curve (u(p)+(p)) as required. Therefore we need to verify the conditions 
of the implicit function theorem: (a) By assumption F(uo,~o,po) = 0, and (b) F is contin- 
uously differentiable with respect to its arguments. (c) Let D,,F denote the derivative 
of F with respect to the variables (u,~). Then, for 5 E V and (Y E R: 

D,,F(u~p)(St4 = 

where Q,, := p’( uo) - got”. In order to prove that D,,F(u~,~~,~~) : I/ x R + V* 
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x R is boundedly invertible. we shall show that for arbitrary I/* E V’ and y E R there 

exists a unique solution ([,a) E V x R of the equations 

Q”[ - &‘(Uo) = Ll* (f) 

(f’(kd.0 = y. (Z) 

Because of(i) it is possible to take a normal t7 to 7T,u such that ( t’( tt.“), td = 1. Then. if we 
write 5 = pt7 t I’ with I’ E T,,,, we have to find unique values LY and p and a unique 
1’ E T,,“. 

From Eq. ($) it follows that p = y: then [ = yt7 + I’ satisfies (e) for arbitrary 
I‘ E T,,~,. Projecting equation (+) onto T:,, = { I.* E V* j ( tl. 1,") = 0} gives rise to an 

equation for 1’: 

pb QOv = P* (II* - Q,,yn). 

Because of (ii) this equation has a unique solution 1’ E 7,“. Finally applying I - P* to 
Eq. (t). i.e., taking the inner product of(i) with the normal tz, uniquely determines the 
value of cy: 

a = ( Qo(yn+ v),n) - (7.P ,tz) 

= y( Qgwz) - (u* ,II). 

Having verified the necessary conditions for the applicability, the implicit function theo- 

rem (see. e.g.. Dieudonne [31, Theorem lo.,. 7 1) immediately leads to the results formu- 
lated by the theorem. 

Lett7tmr 2.2. In the situation of Theorem 3.1 we have the following additional infor- 
mation for p E (/>o - 6. PO + ii): 
Let 

n* @) := r’(u@)) and n@) :=-$ (p). (3.7) 

Then 

(n(p),n* (p)) = 1, (2.3) 

i.e.. t?(p) is normal to the tangent space T~~(~,, and we have 

v = TUUN + {Tl@,}. v* = T;;,,, + {n* (p,}. (2.4) 

The mapping Ql, := Q(lt(P),@(p)) satisfies (P* : V* - T$,,) is the projection operator 

onto T&J 

p* Q, : TULW - Tu*o, is boundedly invertible. (2.5) 

Q, : {n(p)) ---, {n* (p)}, in fact en@) = 2 (P) . rf+ (p), (2.6) 

and for the (point-) spectrum of Q,, we have 

u(Q,J = dQ,&,J + w(P) (2.7) 
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where QP/TU,P, denotes the restriction of QP to T,,(~,, and 

In particular, for the smallest eigenvalue u,(p) of QP we have 

~I(~) = min[v@) dp)l, 

where u(p) is defined by (1.6). 
Proyf. If we differentiate r(lr(p)) = p with respect to p there results 

du 
(t’(+)),-(P)) = 19 

dp 

261 

Gw 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

which is (2.3), and by differentiating .f’(u(p)) = &~)t’(u(p)) with respect to p we obtain 

du dtL 
Qp- (P) = - @) . t’(u@)), 

dp dp 

which is (2.6). To show (2.7) it suffices to note that, using (2.6), 

(Qv,n> = (v,Qn) = * (p) * (~,n*) = 0 for v E T~(,_,), 
dp 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

such that for (Y E R and I* E r,(,,: 

(Q,(an+ v),an+ v) = c?(Qn,n) + (Qv,v). (2.13) 

Remark 2.3. ” p-parameterization” versus “p-purameterization .” 

From the foregoing results it will have become clear why in some cases a continuation 
described with the parameter p is more appropriate than with the parameter CL: 

then both continuation methods fail to be applicable (at least it cannot be proved, with 
the usual implicit function theorem-methods, that such a continuation is possible); 

a continuation with the parameter p is possible no matter the value of w(p,), whereas if 
w(pO) = 0 continuation with the parameter p cannot be proved or is not possible because 
of the fact that 

z @cl) = 0, 

G together with a change of sign of - at po. 
dp 
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Let us briefly describe a specific case of this last situation. Suppose 

(r,(p) > 0 for p < y,, 

tr,(p) < 0 for p > plI 

HP”) > 0 

then clearly. ~(1’) crosses zero at 17~) : w(p,) = 0 which means that. if [‘(I/,,) # 0, (dk, 

dl’)(/~,,) = 0. (dpid\))(/)) > 0 for 11 < /Q, and (dp/dp)([J) < 0 for 11 > I),,. Hence p_(rl) has 
a maximum at 17 = 1’“. and the mapping p - II(F) will become multivalued in a left- 
neighbourhood of p(I)O)r whereas continuation with the parameter p causes no difficulties. 
In a usual bifurcation diagram (see Fig. 1) the situation is as indicated and is known as 
“bending of the solution curve.” A specific example of this phenomenon will be consid- 

ered in Sec. 5. 
Rclir0r.X. 2.4. Let [tu be a solution of 9’,,0 [i.e.. I(,) is a global constrained minimum of 

.f’ on t-’ (pO)] with p0 as multiplier. and ,suppose that a continuation as described in 
Theorem 2.1 is possible. In particular, suppose v(l_‘,J > 0. Then, by continuity. ~(1’) > 
0 in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of p from which it follows that the elements llirl) 
of the curve (I~(~J),~(/~)) through ( uo,pUo) are locrrl constrained minima of ,f‘on r-‘(r~J (for 
117 - rj0j suffic’ tl ien y small). However there is no evidence at all that these solutions or 
for 17 # p. are also glohrrl constrained minima of .f’ on t-‘(p). In other words. these 
functions /r(p) need not be solutions of the extremum problems 9,. To investigate this 
and related problems we shall study some global aspects of problems Y,, in the next 
section after which the results of the local and the global investigations can be glued 

together. 

3. SOME GLOBAL ASPECTS OF CONSTRAINED EXTREIMUM PROBLEMS 

In this section we shall describe some results from van Groesen [Sl and derive some 
more information concerning the solution sets of the constrained extremum problems 9,, 
(recall the existence result and the multiplier rule for solutions of pp,, Lemma 1.3). 
Define the function 

h(p) := inf f(u) for p E t(V). (3.1) 
UEf-YpJ 

In another paper 15) the following relation between this function and the multiplier of a 
solution of PI, was derived. 

Fig. I 
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Lemma 3.1. Let u be any solution of 9, with t’(~) # 0. Then, if p is the multiplier 
corresponding to II, we have 

where hi and h\ denote the right- and left-hand-side derivative of 11, respectively. 
Corollaries 3.2. 

(a) If h is differentiable at p, then 

gw=:pw (3.3) 

is the unique multiplier for every solution of pp. 
(b) Suppose that in some interval J C t( V) h is known to be a convex function. Then h 
is differentiable at every p E J and hence (3.3) holds. 

Remark 3.3. In another paper [5] it was shown that if h is convex in a neighbourhood 
of a point p, then $Pp is equivalent to an unconstrained local extremum problem in the 
following sense: if Li is any solution of gp [and, necessarily, F(P) = (dhldp)(p) its mul- 
tiplier] then there exists a neighbourhood n( fi) C V of ri such that ir is the unique solution 
of 

inf Mu) - &)t(u)). (3.4) 
uER(ir) 

Moreover, if h is known to be subdifferentiable at p, then a( fi) may be taken to be all 
of V: in this case ir is a global minimum point of the functional f - t..~(p)t. 

For what follows it is convenient to define the solution sets of problems 9,: 

P, := {u E V 1 u is a solution of S,}.. (3.5) 

The following theorem extends the results of Proposition 2.2 in Ref. 5. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let [a,P] be a closed and bounded interval of r(V) and suppose thut h 
is differentiable on (cY,~) with h;(a) and h!@)jinite. Then, in general [i.e., f and t sari& 

(f,t,l) and (f,t,2)1, we have 

U P, is a weak/v compact subset of V. (3.6) 
&la 81 

Moreover, if f satisfies the extra condition 
(f3) .for every sequence u, .for u,hich u,- II (M,e&/y) in V and for which .f(u,) + .f(fi) it 

fblloIt~s that u, --, fi (strongly) in V, 
then 

U P, is u compuct subset of V. (3.7) 
qEku 81 

Proof. Let {u,} be any sequence in 

u p,, 
rlEb.Bl 
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and let ‘I,, := [(/I,,). AS [~.jjj is a compact interval. for some subsequence, again to be 
denoted by /l,,. we have cl,, -+ ;I E [u./31. We have to show that there exists a subsequence 
{ /I,,,} such that //,,, - ti land, in case condition (.f’3) is satisfied. I(,, -+ fi] where 

ic E u P,,. 
aEfu 81 

For the sequence { II,,} we have f( /I,,) = c/n and ./(II,,) = I!(<{,). As h is bounded on [a$]. 
{,t( II,,)} is bounded and thus, because .f’ is coercive on V, { [I,) is uniformly bounded on 
V. Hence { I/,~} contains a weakly convergent subsequence. which we shall again denote 

by I/,,: II,, - fi in li’. As t is weakly continuous we have t( ir) = limf( I(,,) = p. Moreover. 
as ,f’is weakly lower semicontinuous, we have 

flt2) 5 lim inffiu,,) = limh(q,) = h(p). 

Hence. .f(i/) 5 h(p) and f(fi) = p so that by definition of II we must have f‘(h) = /I( /I) 
and t( ii) = p, which shows that fi E P,. From this statement (3.6) follows. With condition 
(f‘3) it follows from.f(G) = limf(rl,) and 11~ - li, ff,, -+ li, which proves (3.7). 

Corolltrry 3.5. Suppose f’ satisfies the extra condition u3). If 

is a convergent sequence, II,, 
then i/ E P,, satisfies 

4 b ir say, with [(II,) = 4” + 17 E [cu,pl and qn E (~y,p)V,, 

f’(h) = /.2(h). 

wherein 

ji = limp n := lim E (y,) 

[thus /i = (dh/dp)(p) if p E (a$) and b = /r:(a) if i) = a, fi = II’(@) if p = PI. 
Proc?f’. The elements 11, satisfy .f“(l/,,) = p,t’(/~,J where p,, = (dlr/dp)(y,) because of 

Corollary 3.2. Put fi = limp,,, then the results follow by continuity. 
RrrmrrX- 3.6. Note that if f’is a quadratic functional (as will be case in the applications 

of Sec. 5), condition (_I‘;) is nothing but the compactness condition C.C. of Lemma 1.1. 
In a more general setting, it can be seen from the proofs of Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 

3.5. that condition cf’3) may be replaced by the following Palais-Smale-type condition: 
(_/‘3)* for every sequence {II,,} C F’ for which .t“( II,) - p*t’(lr,J + 0 in V* and for 

which II, - il in V. it follows that /I, + li in V. 
Indeed, for the sequence { II,,} considered in the foregoing proofs we have II, - fi and 
./“(/I,) = +,I’(II,) with p,, = (dll/dp)(y,). As r is weakly continuous we have t’([l,) - 
t’(ir) (and in fact also strong convergence) in I/*. and thus 

s(14.) - fif’(u,) = (p, - b)t’(u,) + 0 in V* 

where G = limp,. With (f’3)* it then follows that II, + il in V. and consequently .f ‘( (I,~) 
- ji1’( [I,) ---f .f’(rt) - kI’(ic) = 0. 

If Ir is continuous at 17,) but not convex in a neighbourhood we must face the possibility 
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that 11 has a corner there. From Corollary 3.5 it follows. that [if f satisfies cf3)l in this 
case both h$(p,,) and hi_@,) are multipliers of solution of pp,. Hence, in this case, pp, 
has at least two different solutions with multipliers h;(po) and hl_(p,J, solutions which 
are limits of solutions “from above” and “from below,” respectively. From this obser- 
vation we arrive at the converse of Corollary 3.2: 

Corolfar~~ 3.7. Suppose f satisfies cf3) and let h be continuous at po. Then if the 
solution of $Pp is unique, or if all solutions of gp, have the same multiplier, ~~~ then h is 
differentiable at p. with p. = (d/jldp)(Po). 

4. BRANCH OF CONSTRAINED EXTREMAL SOLUTIONS 

Let us introduce the notion of nondegeneracy for (solutions of) problem Yp in the 
following way: 

Definition 4.1. A solution u0 of Yp is called nondegenerate if u. satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 wherein c*. is the unique multiplier corresponding to uo. For 
p E t( v), problem Yp is said to be nondegenerate if every solution of 9, is nondegenerate. 

If we call any solution of f’(u) = pt’(u) for which t’(u) # 0 a constrained stationary 
point off, the contents of Theorem 2.1 may be stated as follows: if u. is a nondegenerate 
solution of 9Jp,, then u. lies on a unique, smooth curve of constrained stationary points 
of .f. As has already been remarked, this curve needs not to consist of constrained ex- 
tremal elements, i.e., of solutions of 9,. We shall now describe a simple situation for 
which all elements of this curve are in fact solutions of 9,. But first a result about the 
number of solutions of 8,. 

Lemma 4.1. If u. is a nondegenerate solution of !Yp, then u. is an isolated constrained 
stationary point on the level set r-‘(p). 

Proof. Immediate from the uniqueness of the continuation through (uo,po): if {u,} is 
a sequence of constrained stationary points off on t-‘(p,) which converges to uo, then 
for sufficiently large n, t’( u,) # 0 and then there are unique multipliers CL,, corresponding 
to u, such that f’(u,) = p,t’(u,). As f’(u,) -+ f’(u,) and t’(u,) + t’(uo) for n + 00, F,, 
+ p. for n + 00, conflicting the uniqueness statement in Theorem 2.1. 

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose f satisfies (f3) and ussume that problem 9, is nondegenerate. 

Then the number of solutions of 9, is finite. 

Proof. If f satisfies cf3), P, is a compact set (see Ref. 5, Proposition 2.2) and, according 
to the foregoing lemma, consists of isolated elements. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let f sat@ (f3) and suppose that an interval J C t(V) can be found for 

which h is continuous on J and such that for every p E J, 9, has precisely one nonde- 
generate solution, say U(p) with multiplier, p(p) = (d hldp)@). 
Then J 3 p + U(p) is a continuously differentiable mapping in V. 

Proof. Let p. E J and consider (u~,~~) E V x R, where u. = V(p,) and E.L~ = p(po). 
According to Theorem 2.1 there exists a smooth continuation of constrained stationary 
points, say (ri(p),C;(p)) with ti(p) + u. and C;(p) + ~~ if p + po, which continuation is 
unique. As h is differentiable (Corollary 3.7), +(p) = p(p). We shall show that for every 
p with Ip - poj sufficiently small, U(p) is in fact the unique solution of 9, : U(p) = U(p). 
To that end suppose the contrary: suppose there is a sequence qn + p. with li(q,) ‘Z 
P,,. Consider the sequence { u(q,J,~(q,J}~~~. Because of Theorem 3.4, for some sub- 
sequence qn ), we have U(q.,) + u. and cr(q,,) + cl0 which conflicts the uniqueness of the 
continuation through (uo,po). Hence U(q,,) = U(q,J. As the continuation described in 
Theorem 2.1 is continuously differentiable, it follows that U(p) is continuously differ- 
entiable at po, for every p. E J, which proves the theorem. 
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Note that if in the foregoing theorem we can take for J the whole range of t. we have 
obtained a global continuation of constrained extremal solutions. smoothly described by 
the parameter p. 

Remurk 4.4. When dealing with symmetric functionals .f‘ and t. then, if II E P,, 
- 11 E P,. Hence for such functionals the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are not satisfied for 
any ./ C t( v). However in a specific situation the foregoing results may be easily modified. 
Therefore suppose that for p E J, P,, = { [t(p),-- o(p)}. and that there exists a subset K 
C V such that l!(p) E K but -U(P) 6E K VI, E J (e.g., K may be the cone of positive 

functions in a specific example). Then, for p E J, /r(p) is the unique solution of the 
modified problem 

p,,(K) : 
&!ypflnK .fi l” 

[the restriction II E K in 9,(K) is a “natural constraint” for the specific solution rr(p)of 
9.J. Then the foregoing results are valid for problems 9JK). 

5. APPLiCATION 

To demonstrate the foregoing results we shall investigate in this section a class of 
specific problems of semilinear elliptic-type. Let s2 C R” be a bounded domain with 
smooth boundary XI and L a uniformly elliptic operator of the form 

where the coefficients of L are real, Lag = aji(.r) is twice continuously differentiable in 
3 for 1 5 i, j I t? and c(.T) is nonnegative and once continuously differentiable in a. 
With V = al(n) = @l.“(Q) the usual Sobolev space, the functional 

Au) := i( u,Lu) = ; 
J 

u(x) . Lu(x)d.r 
-fl 

(5.1) 

leads to the (nonlinear) eigenvalue problem 

Lu = PI’(U) in fl 

u=o on afl 

It is a standard result that J’ defined by (5.1) satisfies condition (_/l,2). Moreover. f‘ is 
equivalent with the square of the norm in H’(a): for some cy > 0 

and satisfies cf‘3). 
Consider a functional I of the form 

t(u) = 1 r(x,u(x))dx, with lY(x,z) := /*y(x,t)dr , (5.2) 
R II 

where y E C”(R x R,R) is a given function. From standard embedding results for fl’l’(fi) 
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it follows that the functional t is defined on V and satisfies condition (t1,2) if y satisfies 
the following growth conditions: 

(23) If n > 2, then jy(x,z)l I b, + b&IS for z E R where s < (n + 2)l(n - 2), and 
bl, b, are positive constants. 
If n = 2 then y(x,z) z+z exp;y(z), where 

lim x(z) = 0 

*-a 22 . 

We will assume this condition to be satisfied in the following, and in this case for every 
p E t( V’), 9, has at least one solution U, and solutions for which y(.~,u) F 0 in R satisfy 
for some P E R the equation 

Lu = py(x,u) in fI 
(5.3) 

u=o on ati 

Several examples of this kind were considered in another paper 151. Here we shall only 
consider functions y which satisfy the conditions (yl)-(~3) or (yl)-(~5): 

(YIN y(-GO) > 0 

(YQ Y*(X,O) ’ 0 

(~3): y&,z) > 0 for z > 0 

(~4): 
Y(Z) 

lim - = Q) 
.?‘D z 

(~5): I(x,z) = /‘y(r,r)df I @zy(x,z) for z > f, 
0 

for some I > 0 and 8 E [O,‘j). 

With (some of) these assumptions, positive solutions of (5.3) have been extensively stud- 
ied (see, e.g., Crandall and Rabinowitz 123, Keener and Keller [63, and the references 
therein). The main results are summarized in the following: 

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose y satisfies (yJ)-(~3). Then 

(9 

(ii) 

if (u,p) is u solution of (5.3) with p > 0 and u L 0, then CL < p,, where CL, is the 

least eigenvalue of 

Lv = pyz(x,O)v in R 

v=o on an. 

There exists a (maximal) number h E (O,pJ and a smooth curve {U@) I 0 I p < 

h} c c2e, with 0 < (Y < J, of minimal positive solutions [i.e., if U(F) is another 
nonnegative solution of (5.3), then U(p)(x) I u(p)(x) for x E R). Moreover, the 
least eigenvalue of the operator Q(U(p),p) defined by (I .3) is positive: 

adQ( W),CL) 1 ’ 0, O-C/&h 
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rrlllererr.\ 

U := lim Q-L) 
ClTh 

-- 

For the proof of these results the reader is referred to Crandall and Rabinowitz [?I. In 
order to interpret these results in terms of the foregoing theory, we have to assume an 
extra condition which assures that the solutions of problem pp,, p > 0 are nonnegative. 
A simple condition which fulfills this requirement will be seen to be 

(YO) y(s,z) > 0 V: E R. 

which implies that r(I~r/) 2 t( II) Vlr E V. 
The results of the next lemma were proved in another paper [51. 

Lemma 5.2. Assume y satisfies (yO)-(73). Then [O,=J) C t( V) and, for every P > 0. 
problem 9,, in equivalent with the “inverse” constrained extremum problem 9’h(pj, where. 
for r > O,Y, is the problem 

Y,: sup f(U) = sup 410 
l&f- ‘(rr uECf-‘(p)io<p5rj 

(i.e., 11 is a solution of pp, if and only if II is a solution of YPh,,,,), and the function 

s(r) := sup f(u) 
l&f- Yr) 

is the inverse of the function h(p): 

h(s(r)) = r and s(h(p)) = p for p > 0. r > 0. 

Furthermore, h(0) = 0 and h : [O, = --f R is continuous and monotonically increasing, ) 

and hence the multiplier p(p) of every solution of 9, is positive. Because of (~0). every 
solution of (Y, and hence of) pp, I-’ > 0, is nonnegative on 0 (and hence from the 
maximum principle, positive in 0). 

Because of condition (yl) the multiplier of a solution of 9, tends to zero if p L 0. As 
I?(O) = 0, I?(p) > 0 for p > 0 and 11 is continuous, there exists some maximal value I?* 
such that h is convex, and hence differentiable, on (O,p*). It may happen that P* = 3~. 
In that case problem 9, is equivalent with the unconstrained minimum problem 

inf {v(u) - +(p)r(u)) (5.4) 
UEV 
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where c*(p) = (dkldp)(p) (see Ref. 5, Corollary 4.9). Then, because of Theorem 5.1 
ii), (ii), (/(p(p)) is the unique solution of (5.4) and F(P) t A monotonically as p + m, 
and hence h(p) 7 hp + const. as p + m. Note that in this case the boundedness condition 
of Theorem 5.1 (iii) is certainly not satisfied. 

If y satisfies (y4), p* C cQ. This follows from the observation that in this case for an 
arbitrary smooth, positive function M’ on R, f@ M’) - pt@ M’) -+ --03 if p + 00, for every 
CL > 0. Hence 

inff(U) - pr(u) = --3c 
UEV 

for every /.L > 0. Consequently 151 h(p) is not subdifferentiable for p > 0 and hence h is 
not convex on 10,~). In fact, if y satisfies (y4,5), we can summarize our knowledge of the 
problem as follows 

THEOREM 5.2. La y satisfy (yO)-(~5). Then we have 
(i) For ever?, p > 0: s), has at least one solution, every solution is nonnegative; the 

function h : [O,w) + [O,m) is continuous and monotonically increasing. 

(ii) There exists a finite value p* > 0 such that 
(a) for 0 < p < p* : h(p) is convex, continuously differentiable, and p(p) increases 

from 0 to h = CL@*); the solution of kYp is unique and is the minimal positive 

solution U@(p)) [Hence Theorem 4.1 applies H*ith J = (O,p*)]. 
(b) For p > p*, h(p) is a concave function, and p monotonically decreases from 

A to 0 if p + m. For every solution u(p) of 9, the least eigenvalue of 

Q(u(p),p@)) is negative. 
(c) At p = p* M’e have I*@*),= A and (dkldp)@*) = 0. Furthermore, there exists 

a continuation of constrained stationary points off through the bending point -- 
(U, A), which continuation is smoothly described with the parameter p, and 
for 0 c p < p* this continuation is given by U(@),p(p)). 

Proof. Apart from what has already been shown, the proof is as follows: 
(ii)(a). From Ref. 5, Proposition 4.8 it follows that as h is convex, solutions of gp, 

0 < p < p* are local minimal points of the functional f - p(p)t. Hence for these solutions 
we have aI(Q(u(p),p(p)) L 0, and then by Theorem 5.l(ii) u(p) = U(t~(p)) is a solution 
of 9,, which solution is, moreover, unique. With Theorem 4.3 we obtain a continuously 
differentiable curve { t&~(p)+(p)) 1 0 C p C p*} C V x R which, by continuity, coin- 
$des with the continuously differentiable curve { U(p),p) 1 0 C p C A}. Hence TV = 
A and (ii)(a) is proved. 

(ii)(b). Any solution u(p) of 9, with p > p* must have ul(Q(u(p),&))) < 0 because 
of Theorem 5.l(ii). It then follows from Corollary 4.14 of Ref. 5 that h is concave for 
p > p*. Hence p(p) monotonically decreases, and because of Theorem 5.l(iv) u(p) --$ 0 
if p + 03. 

(ii)(c). As h(p*) is finite, it follows from Theorem S.l(iii) that c exists, and that ‘17 is 
a nondegenerate solution of g,,.: as the (simple) eigenfunction L’(X) is nonnegative, 

I 

- 
Y(X, W-4) * 4~) dx > 0, 

n 

which shows that v GE 7zj and hence v(p*) > 0 where v is the number defined by (1.6). -- 
Hence according to Theorem 2.1 there exists a smooth continuation through (U, A) which 
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continuation is for 0 < p < I)* given in (ii)(a). Hence /-L is differentiable at /I*, and as 

we have (dp.id[‘)([‘“) = 0. 
R~mrd 5.4. Note that in Theorem 5.3 we encounter the bending of the solution curve 

as described in Remark 2.3. 
Rrmtrd 5.5. To conclude we mention that in special situations it is known that (5.3) 

has precisely two nonnegative solutions for every ,LL E (0.;) {e.g.. if II = 3 and II radially 
symmetric (or if II = I) with L = -A and y(r) = oz. see Gelfand 131). In such a case. 
9,, has for every 11 > 0 a unique solution and Theorem 4.3 applies with .I = [0.x): the 
parameter il is a global parameter of which all the constrained extremal solutions depend 
in a continuously differentiable way. 
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